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Science – with its incredible technological capabilities – has revealed a reality
that is totally connected and completely unified both materially and energetically.
The separateness of “things” that we humans accept as fundamental in defining
our  reality  is  an illusion,  an illusion created by the extreme limitation of  our
senses.  And, importantly, we share this same degree of sensory limitation with
all other organic creatures on Earth – just with different species having slightly
different sensory windows slits.   The great  irony is  that  since we share this
illusion of our separateness with all  other creatures and since we all  behave
aggressively with one another in terms of this shared illusion, it is – in effect –
our collective reality.  We all have evolved in the context of this shared illusion of
separateness that is manufactured by the universal limitations of our senses.

Consider just one human sense – sight, our most important sense.  We perceive
only  the  tiny  “visible”  light  spectrum  within  the  enormous  electromagnetic
radiation spectrum.  We participate in the entirety of this spectrum, but we are
aware of almost none of it.  We “see” reality through a visual slit the width of a
human hair in a kilometer long spectrum of potential energy “illumination.”  Our
perception of the material  spectrum is equally impaired.  We miss the entire
microcosm of  dust  particles,  single  cell  organisms,  molecules,  atoms,  and
subatomic  particles  –  a  realm  vastly  more  populated  than  the  one  we  can
perceive.  And, in spite of the billions of galaxies we have discovered, we have
only penetrated 4% of the material macrocosm – Dark Matter remaining a deep
mystery.   In  about  three  centuries,  we  humans  have  gone  from  regarding
ourselves as God’s pinnacle species on Earth at the center of the universe to
understanding our species and our planet as being utterly insignificant.

Intellectually, we know all this.  Yet we persist in viewing and behaving in this
vast and totally integrated reality as if our minuscule, illusory reality of separate
“things” constantly battling one another for supremacy is all there is.  Humanity
is stuck in its perceptual hole playing out its fate as if it is totally ignorant of the
material and energetic unification reality it has discovered and confirmed.

You want to support the REAL revolution?  Retire humanity’s core illusion of
separation and replace it with the core awareness of unification, and humanity’s
worldview will be completely transformed.  Humans will always be a predatory
species  taking  energy  from other  sources,  but  if  we  make this  fundamental
perspective change, we will be able to much more  responsibly participate and
share in our magnificent, totally integrated, REAL Reality.


